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Abstract 
Let V be an I-dimensional real vector space. A subspace arrrangement JZ’ is a finite 
collection of affine subspaces in V. There is no assumption on the dimension of the 
elements of &. Let M(d) = V- U A EMA be the complement of &. A method of 
calculating the additive structure of H*(M(&)) was given by Goresky and MacPherson 
using stratified Morse theory, proving that H”(M(&‘)) depends only on the set of all 
intersections of elements of ti partially ordered by inclusion. An alternate method of 
calculating H”(M(d)) was obtained by Jewel1 using the generalized Mayer-Vietoris 
spectral sequence, one-point compactifications, and the nerve poset. In this paper, we 
present an explicit isomorphism between the two results, offer an interpretation of the 
coincidence of the two methods and obtain a simplification of the method of calculation by 
Jewell. 
Key words: Cohomology; Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence; Nerve poset; Order complex; 
Stratified Morse theory; Subspace arrangements 
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1. Introduction 
Let V be a real vector space of dimension 1. Let S be its one-point compactifi- 
cation. A subspace arrangement A! = (SC, V) is a finite collection of affine sub- 
spaces in I/. We will denote an affine subspace of I/ in _cr? by A. Thus, 
&’ = {A&. We call .!zZ central with center Td if Td = (7 A _,A # 91. 
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A sphere arrangement 33’ = CL%‘, S) = {BJ:=, is a finite collection of spheres in 
S z S’ which satisfies the following conditions: S admits a CW-decomposition such 
that each Bi is a subcomplex, and, for u c_Z = (1,. . . , n}, B, = rl ieaBi is either a 
sphere or a single point. Let the center T9 be the intersection of all of the 
elements of 99. Note that T9 # @. 
The one-point compactification 25 = (9, S) of a subspace arrangement J-4 = 
(&, V) is the collection of one-point compactifications of the elements of .& with 
the same point at infinity ~0 in S. Thus, 9 = {Bi =Ai U w}:=~. We call 9 the 
associated sphere arrangement of the subspace arrangement & and denote the 
one-point compactification of Ai by Bi =Ai U 03. 
Since each affine subspace Aj is homeomorphic to [w’l, its one-point compactifi- 
cation Bi is homeomorphic to S”. While &’ is a collection of affine subspaces of 
R’, 9%’ is a collection of spheres in the corresponding sphere S’. The dimensions of 
these spheres correspond with the dimensions of their associated subspaces. 
Since the interaction of two affine subspaces is either empty or an affine 
subspace of equal or lower dimension, the intersection of their one-point compact- 
ifications is either just the point at infinity or a sphere of the same dimension as 
the intersection of the subspaces. 
Let N(d) = lJ A EdA be the union of _Q? and MC@‘) = I/-- N(&‘l the comple- 
ment of &. Similarly, let N(9) = lJ BE9B be the union of 9 and M(9) = S - 
N(9) the complement of 95’. Note that M(9) is homeomorphic to MC&‘), and 
N(9) is the one-point compactification of N(d). 
In [2], using stratified Morse theory, Goresky and MacPherson gave the first 
description of the cohomology groups of the complement of a subspace arrange- 
ment M(d) in terms of the intersection poset with underlying set the intersection 
of elements of & ordered by inclusion. 
In [3], Jewel1 gave an alternate description of the cohomology groups of the 
complement of a subspace arrangement in terms of the nerve of the covering of its 
associated sphere arrangement 9. The homology of N(9) was found using the 
generalized Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence. The cohomology groups of M(9) 
z M(d) were then found using Alexander duality. Instead of using the associated 
sphere arrangement construction to compute the cohomology groups of the com- 
plement of _@‘, the method could have been stated in terms of cohomology with 
compact supports. 
Our aim is to present an explicit isomorphism between the two results, offer an 
interpretation of the coincidence of the two methods and, in the process, extend 
the stratified Morse theory side of the analysis to a description of the cohomology 
groups of M(9). Finally, we present a simplification of the method of calculation 
in [3] using dual complexes. 
2. Stratified Morse theory of M(.&) 
In [2], using stratified Morse theory, Goresky and MacPherson gave a descrip- 
tion of the cohomology groups of the complement of a subspace arrangement 
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M(d) by giving [w’ a stratification based on the intersection poset with underlying 
set the intersection of elements of ti ordered by inclusion. They described the 
cohomology type of the stratified Morse data in terms of a simplicial complex with 
vertex set the elements of the poset and showed that the cohomology groups of 
M(d) can be expressed as a direct sum of the cohomology groups of the stratified 
Morse data. A brief description of the method follows. 
Let & = (AJ?, be a subspace arrangement in 53’. 
Definition 2.1. Let I,(&‘) be the set of all intersections of elements of &‘. Define a 
partial order on I,(_@‘) by inclusion: 
A, <A, if and only if A, CA,. 
I,(&) is called the intersection poset of &. Define a dimension function d, : L(d) 
+ Z by d,(A,) = dim(A,). 
By convention we let I/ be the unique maximal element of L(d). Let L(d)- 
be the poset with underlying set L(d) - {VI. 
Definition 2.2. Given any poset 9 and elements X, Y ~9 with X < Y, let 
(X<)={ZE~~XXZZ),(X~)={ZE~~XXZ}~~~(X,Y)={ZE~~XXZ< 
Y} be subposets of 9. 
Definition 2.3. Given a poset 9, let A(9) be the simplicial complex with vertices 
the elements of 9 and whose simplexes are the linearly ordered subsets of 9. Call 
A(g) the order complex of 9. 
For X E L(H), define the stratum s(X) to be s(X) =X - U y < ,Y. Since 
VE ~(a?), we have s(V) = MW) and R’ = U x E Lcdp(X). 
The following two propositions were proven in [21. 
Proposition 2.4. The collection {s(X) 1 X E L(d)} f orms a Whitney stratification of 
R’. 
Proposition 2.5. For the above stratification of IR’, there exists a stratified Morse 
function f = dist’( - , q> for some point q E M(d). 
Exactly one critical point of f lies in each stratum, with the point q being the 
critical point of s(V). Since f has isolated critical values, f induces a linear order 
on L(d). Let M,, = ML&‘)_. 
Let p be a critical point of f in s(X) with critical value c = cx, and let E be 
sufficiently small. 
Lemma 2.6. The tangential Morse data off at p in s(X) is trivial, i.e., (Dr, @) where 
D’ is the r-disk and r = d,(X). 
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Proof. The tangential Morse data is the classical Morse data of f in s(X). It is the 
pair (DA x DrPA, (LID”) X DreA) where the Morse index h of f at p is the number 
of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of second derivatives at p. However, 
A = 0 since f is a local minimum at p and 3Do = @. 0 
Corollary 2.7. The stratified Morse data off at the critical point p is simply the 
normal Morse data off at p. 
Theorem 2.8. For each isolated critical value and sufficiently small E, the long exact 
sequence in cohomology of the pair CM, c +, M, ,_,> splits into the short exact 
sequences 
0 +H”(M<c+., &c-e) 5 H”(MbC+e) +H”W,.-,I + 0. 
Hence 
Hn(M6C+E ) =HnW<c-J @Hn(M<.+,, M<,-,). 
This theorem was proven in [2] using an involution taking a relative cycle in the 
link and constructing an absolute cycle via an “antipodal” map giving a map j’ 
such that j’ 0 j = 1. 
Theorem A,. 
for sufficiently small E. 
This theorem essentially states that the cohomology groups of M(d) can be 
expressed as a direct sum of local contributions from the cohomology groups of the 
stratified Morse data. 
The following lemmas were proven in [2] with Poincare duality as one of the 
essential steps. 
Lemma 2.9. 
for X f V and sufficiently small E. 
Lemma 2.10. The two homology equivalences consisting of the projection onto each of 
the factors with each fiber contractible 
R’ _= U (YxA(Y<)) zA(X<) 
YE(X<) 
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induce homotopy equivalences 
( U (YxA(Y<)), U Wx AW, VI>) 
Yt(X<) YE(X, V) 
1 E 
(A(X G>, A(X, I’>> 
where all the posets are subposets of L(d). 
Theorem B 1. 
~fLdL(X)-“-l(4x<)’ 4x, VI) 
for X # V and sufficiently small E. 
This theorem was proven in [21. It follows from Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10. It states 
that the local contributions to the cohomology groups of M(d) can be expressed 
in terms of the intersection poset L(.w’), using Poincare duality. 
When X= V, (MGCy+E, M,,+) has the homotopy type of the tangential 
Morse data (D’, (d) since the normal disk is just the point q. Hence, 
H”(Mq,+t’ M<C+ 
if n = 0, 
) = (t’ else. 2 
Theorem C,. 
~“(Mb-4) = 63 fL,-ciL(x)-dA(=)> 4X, V)), 
XELW- 
where (X <) and (X, V) are subposets of L(d). 
Thus the cohomology groups of M(d) can be expressed in terms of relative 
simplicial homology of the order complex of the intersection poset L(d). 
Theorems A,, B, and C, are prototype results. We elaborate on them in the 
paper and call attention to their relationship with these theorems by labelling them 
Theorems A,, B,, C,. 
3. Stratified Morse theory of MC.%‘) 
Rather than describe the cohomology groups of M(d) using the stratification 
of R’ ordered by L(d), we will now describe the cohomology groups of M(B) 
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using a stratification of S’ ordered by L(9)+ compatible with the stratification of 
R’. 
Let _PZ = {Ai}:= 1 be a subspace arrangement in R’, and let 9 = (B& 1 be the 
associated sphere arrangement in S’. 
Definition 3.1. Let L(L&‘) be the set of all intersections of elements of 9. Define a 
partial order on L(9) by inclusion: 
B, G B, if and only if B, c B,. 
L(g) is called the intersection poset of 9. Define a dimension function d, : LC.9’) 
+ Z by 
dim(B,), if B,fm, 
if B,=w. 
We do not include S in L(9). Since the point at infinity is contained in each 
Bi CC%‘, the intersection of all B, is nonempty. Thus L(9) has a unique minimal 
element T9. The map d, is order preserving. 
Definition 3.2. Let L(g)+ be the poset L(9) U IS, 4 where S is the unique 
maximal element and m is the unique minimal element. ’ Let L(93’- be the poset 
L(9) - {m}. Let L(9); be the set of all q-spheres in L(9)-, i.e., L(9’); = 
L(9)-n dL ‘(4). 
Taking A, to its one-point compactification B, induces an isomorphism 
L(d)-= L(9)_. 
Embed [w’ into R’+’ by (x1 ,..., x,) H (x1,.. ., xl, 0). Let &’ be a subspace 
arrangement in R’. Give R’ the above stratification with s(X) =X - U r< xY for 
X E L(d). Without loss of generality, we can translate A! so that f = 
dist ‘( - , 0) : R’ + [w is a stratified Morse function. 
Embed S’ with north pole denoted by CC at (0,. . . ,O, 1) and south pole at the 
origin. Let r : S’ - co + R’ be the usual stereographic projection out from the 
north pole to IR’. Define Bi c S” to be 6’(Ai) U a, Ai E&. Let 9 = {BJz~z, be 
the associated sphere arrangement of _@‘. 
For X E L(9)+, define the strata s(X) =X - U y< ,Y. Note that s(S) = M(9), 
s(m) = 03, s’ = u Xe .(,,+s(X) and, for B, + ~0, s(B,) is diffeomorphic to s(A,). 
Since r : S’ - 00 -+ R’ is a stratification preserving diffeomorphism, Is(X) I X E 
L(9)+} is a Whitney stratification of S’. 
Lemma 3.3. g = dist2( -, 0): S’ + IL! is a stratified Morse function for the given 
stratification of S’ having the set of critical points 
{Y’(p) 1 I, is a CriticaEpoint off} U m. 
* Note that if s!’ is noncentral, m is already in L(A9). If d is central, then Ts +m is the unique 
minimal element in L(B’), so m< Ts in L(9)+. 
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Proof. WJ is a critical point of g since s(m) is just the point m. Since r : S’ - ~0 + R’ 
is a stratification preserving diffeomorphism and g(p) = (f(a(p)))/(f(~(p)) + 1) 
for p z m, p z cc, is a critical point of g if and only if z-(p) is a critical point of f. 
Exactly one critical point of g lies in each stratum with the origin being the 
critical point of s(S) = M(9) and 00 the critical point of s(m) = 00. Moreover, g 
induces the same linear order on L(9)+ as f did for L(d). Let M, C = M(B) g C. 
Lemma 3.4. The tangential Morse data of g at a critical point p in s(X) is trivial, i.e., 
(D’, @) where D’ is an r-disk, r = d,(X). Hence, the stratified Morse data of g at a 
critical point p # CC is simply the normal Morse data of g at p. 
Proof. For a critical point p # 00, p is a local minimum of g if and only if x(p) is a 
local minimum of f. Then, for p # 00, the result follows. For the case p = cfi, since 
s(w) is just a point, the tangential Morse data is (pt, @). 0 
Lemma 3.5. For each isolated critical value c = cx, X f 00, and sufficiently small E, 
the long exact sequence in cohornology of the pair (M G c +E, M G c -,> splits into short 
exact sequences. Hence, 
H”(M,,+, ) =HHn(M<,-,) @H”(M<c+E> M<,p,). 
proof. Since X f w and r : S’ - w + R’ is a stratification preserving diffeomor- 
phism, CM<,+,, MS,_,) has the same homotopy type as M4f,,,,,+,g, M~~ir(c,_,~>. 
0 
Lemma 3.6. Let (A, B) be the stratified Morse data of g at the critical point 00. Then 
B is a strong deformation retract of A. Thus, H”(MG,_+,, MG,__,) = 0 and 
H”(M, C,+E > ST H”(M,,_,). 
Proof. Since S(W) = co is a point, the tangential Morse data is (pt, @I, and the 
stratified Morse data is simply the normal Morse data. Take a disk Df+’ of radius 
E in R’+’ with center at ~0. Denote aDi+’ by Si. Intersecting Dt” with M(B’) 
gives the normal Morse data (0:’ ’ n M(ZiY), $ n M(9)). Using the techniques in 
[5], we find that Sf n M(L%‘) is a strong deformation retract of Di+’ f~ M(B). 0 
Theorem A,. 
H”W(~)) =xE~~gj+Hn(M<cx+c, Kx-E) 
for sufficiently small E. 
Theorem B,. 
= HI-,, -d,(x)- I (A(XG)> 4X<)), 
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where XE L(S)- (i.e., XZ S, ~1 and (X<) and (X <> are subposets of L(9)-. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.5, 
(M < CX+E 3M,.x-E) = (M&)+rr M<7(CX)-C) 
for X# ~0. The result therefore follows from the following facts: 
(X-~<)L(Sf)=:(X<)L@O+ 
and 
(X-Y l9LW)Z (X, S)UW+= (X<)LW). 
Since (X < )L(9j+ has a unique maximal element S, (XG)~(~~ has a unique 
minimal element X, and (X < jLc9)+- IS) E (X G )t(9j - (X), it follows that 
A((X < )L(Bj+) = ACM < )Lcc&. 0 
When X= S, (MGCS+E, MGCSpE > has the homotopy type of the tangential 
Morse data (D’, @>. Hence, 
Theorem C 2. 
fi”(M(9)) = @ H,-.-dL(,&A(X~)’ A(=)) 
XELLGF- 
where (XG) and (X <I are subposets of L(9)-. 
Thus the cohomology groups of M(9) can be expressed in terms of relative 
simplicial homology of the order complex of the intersection poset L(S’). Theo- 
rems C, and C, are not that different. This should hardly be surprising due to the 
facts that 9 is constructed from & by simply adding the point at infinity, there is 
no contribution to the cohomology in adding ~0, and L(s’-z L(B)-. 
4. The generalized Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence 
In [3], Jewel1 gave a description of the cohomology groups of the complement of 
a subspace arrangement S? in terms of a simplicial complex derived from the 
covering of its associated sphere arrangement 9. The homology of N(9) was 
found using the generalized Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence. The generalized 
Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence, which converges to H, (N(S)), collapses at 
the second term, which is expressed in terms of the homology of relative pairs in 
that simplicial complex. The cohomology groups of M(9) were then found using 
Alexander duality. A brief description of the method follows. 
Let & = {A,}:=, be a subspace arrangement in R’, and let 9 = IB,}f=, be the 
associated sphere arrangement in S’. 
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Give the elements of 9 a linear order (B,, . . . , I?,) with index set 2 = 11,. . . , n}. 
The nerve K of 9 is the abstract simplicial complex with vertex set 2 and 
simplexes the nonempty subsets u of Z such that B, = n i ~ OBi is nonempty. 
Since the point at infinity is in each Bj, B, = n iE,B, is nonempty for every 
nonempty subset (T of 2. Since all nonempty subsets of 2 are simplexes of K, K is 
a simplex. 
Definition 4.1. Let K(B) be the set of all simplexes u of the nerve K of 9. 
Define a partial order on K(9) by reverse inclusion on the simplexes of K: 
UGT ifandonlyif r~a. 
K(9) is called the nerve poset. Define a dimension function d, : K(9) -+ Z by 
Define the join of u, r by u v r = u n T if it exists in K(9) and the meet of u, r 
by uAT=uur. 
While the partial order is by reverse inclusion on the simplexes u, it corresponds 
to inclusion on the spaces B, = n i E ~ Bi. The 0-simplexes are the maximal elements 
of K(B). 
The dimension function d, associates to each simplex of K the dimension of its 
corresponding sphere, if we adopt the convention that S-r is the point at infinity. 
The map d, is semi-order preserving: if u < r, then d,(u) < dK(r). 
Next we define an equivalence relation which indicates which u, under the 
natural inclusion maps B, + N(9), have the same image. The equivalence rela- 
tion together with the partial order yields information about how the spheres in 95’ 
intersect. 
Definition 4.2. Define an equivalence relation N on K(9) by u N r if B, = B,. 
The following lemma was proven in [31. 
Lemma 4.3. The equivalence relation - is determined by d, on K(9) via the 
following relationship. For u, r E K(9), u - r if an only if there exists an q E K(9) 
such that v G u, r] G r and dK(v) = d,(u) = dK(r). Thus each equivalence class in 
K(9) has a unique minimal element 1. 
Definition 4.4. Let K[Xl denote the subcomplex of the nerve K consisting of all 
simplexes u, u > lxx, i.e., 
K[X] = u {al B,=Y}. 
Y>X 
Let K(X) denote the subcomplex of the nerve K consisting of all simplexes u, 
u > JX and u + LXX, i.e., 
K(X) = u (a] B,=Y}. 
Y>X 
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As set K[X] is a simplex and K(X) is a subcomplex of K[X] with K(X) = 
K[Xl - (a I B, =X]. The union N(9) is a CW-complex covered by the subcom- 
plexes Bi of 9. Let K be the nerve of the covering 9. Let Kcp) be the set of all 
p-simplexes of K. Let KY’ be all those simplexes of K”‘) in the equivalence class 
associated with the space X, i.e., KY) = K@) n {a I B, = X}. 
Let a, : C(B,) + C(Bg,) be the chain map induced by the inclusion map from 
B, into B+ and ci : C(B,) + C(N(9)) the chain map induced by the inclusion 
map from Bi into N(9), where a,a is the ith face of (T under the usual simplicial 
boundary operator. Define ?I : ev E K~PC(BJ + em E K+~~C(B,), p > 0 by a = 
Cip_,(- 1171, and the augmentation map B : CB~ E ,KK(BJ + C(N(LZ?)) by E = Gi. 
It should be clear from the context whether a, a, and E are maps on the nerve or 
inclusion maps on the CW-complexes. 
Definition 4.5. The generalized Mayer-Vietoris sequence is the chain complex 
a . . . - 
Cl3 C(B,) L @ C(B,) A 
~EK”) 
WVW) - 0 
cr+~K((‘) 
with E its augmentation map and C(N(B’ll its augmentation. 
The following lemma was proven in [l]. 
Lemma 4.6. The generalized Mayer-Vietoris sequence is exact. 
The unaugmented generalized Mayer-Vietoris sequence can be viewed as a 
double complex with C,,, = eat K WC&B,). Hence it induces two spectral se- 
quences via different filtrations; one of which converges to H,(N(B)); the other 
is called the generalized Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence. 
The 0th term of the generalized Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence is Ej,4 z 
C,,,= @atK &,(B,) with differential do isomorphic to the direct sum of the 
cellular boundary operators. 
The first term of the generalized Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence is Ei,4 = 
e3 vE K~P$Zq(Bm) with differential d’ isomorphic to 
a, : CT3 ff(B,) + CB ff(B,). 
,xK(J” v~K’P-” 
The E’ term splits into a direct sum of submodules 
E&k = 
i 
~XELG&%JX’ 4+0, 
C,(K) @XEL(S&!& 9 = 0 
where (El), is defined by <Ej,,Ix = em t K y&$B,) for X E L(B)- and C,(K) is 
the chain complex of the nerve, accounting for the connected components of the 
Ho@,). Let <E&Ix = HJ(Ef,),, 3, ). 
The following two theorems were proven in 131. They state that (1) the homology 
of N(9) can be expressed as a direct sum of “local” contributions ordered by 
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L(9)-, and (2) the local contributions can be expressed in terms of the nerve 
poset K(L8). 
Theorems A, and B,. 
Hp(K[X], K(X)), ifq =d,(X), 
0, else 
if X E L(9)-. 
The following theorem was proven in [3]. 
Theorem 4.7. The generalized Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence collapses at the 
second term, Ep’ q = EF,, . Hence 
CD xEL(~)qHp(~[Xl~ WVL ifq>O, 
E;,, = Ep”,q = HP(K) CB ~~L(~~;H~(K[XI, K(X))> ifq =O, 
0, ifq<O. 
Since the nerve K is a simplex, we have 
H,(K)= 0”’ ;sE=o’ 1, 
In getting around the extension problem, the following theorem was proven in 
[3] by an explicit map induced by the differentials d’, r > 1. 
Theorem 4.8. fin(N(2’)) G eq exr LC,,4H,_q(K[Xl, K(X)). 
By Alexander duality, we have the final result: 
Theorem C,. 
gn(M(S)) =:l-&N(g)) = ~Xt~~~)_HI-n-q-l(KIXl) K(X)). 
4 
Thus the cohomology groups of M(d) G M(g) can be expressed in terms of 
relative homology of subcomplexes of the nerve K(9). 
5. The homotopy equivalence induced by 4 : K(S’) + L(S’) 
There exists a natural map between K(9) and L(S) which is intimately 
related to the equivalence relation of K(9). 
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Definition 5.1. Define the poset map 4 : K(9) --f L(LZ?) by 4(a) = B,. 
The map 4 is onto and semi-order preserving since u < r implies that B, c B, 
and 4(a) G 4(r). The dimension functions on K(g) and L(A?) satisfy d, = d, 0 4. 
Henceforth, we will use d to refer to either dimension function. The map 4 and 
the equivalence relation N on K(B) are related by the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.2. v - T if and only if +(a) = +(7). 
In general 4 is not injective. For X E L(A?), the pullback C,-‘(X) has a unique 
minimal element 5;r. We call an equivalence class trivial if it consists of a 
singleton. 
The poset map 4 : K(B’) + L(9) induces poset maps 4 : K[X] + (X 9) and 
6: K(X) + (Xc). Each of these can be thought of as the vertex map on their 
order complexes. Hence, 4 : K(LB) + L(B’) induces simplicial maps 4 : A( K[ X]) 
+A(X<), $:A(K(X))-+A(X<) and 
d+(K[Xl), W(X))) + (A(=), A(=)). 
We want to show that 4 is a homotopy equivalence. 
Let XE L(g)-. For Y&X, let iy be the unique minimal element of +-l(Y). 
First we embed A(X G) into A(K[X]) so that A(X <) embeds into A(K(X)). 
The poset map i :(X <) + K[X], taking Y to the unique minimal element ,Jy of 
its pullback 4 -l(Y), is clearly injective. Hence i induces a simplicial embedding 
i : A(X < ) + A(K[ Xl) which restricts to a simplicial embedding i : A( X < > + 
AM(X)). 
The following lemma was proven in [81, or see [7, Corollary 4.951. 
Lemma 5.3. Let 9 be a poset, and let f : 9 +LP be either an increasing or 
decreasing poset map, i.e., either f(x) ax for all x ~9, or f(x) <x for all x E P. 
Then the induced map on the order complex f : A(9) -+ A(9) is homotopic to the 
identity, and f(A(9)) 1s a strong deformation retract of A(9). 
Lemma 5.4. A(X 9) is a strong deformation retract of A(K[X]), with A(X <) also 
being a strong deformation retract of A( K(X)) under the same retraction. Hence, 
$:K[Xl+(X<) ’ d zn uces a homotopy equivalence 4 : (A( K[ X]), A( K(X))) + 
(A(X < ), A(X < )). 
Proof. The map $0 i : L(9) --+ L(93’) is the identity. The map i 0 4 : K(9) -+ K(S’) 
satisfies i 0 4(a) G u for all (+. By Lemma 5.3, the maps induced by 4 0 i and i 0 4 
of the corresponding order complexes are homotopic to the identity, and A(X G) 
is a strong deformation retract of A(K[XI), with A(X <) also being a strong 
deformation retract of A(K(X)) under the same retraction. q 
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Theorem 5.5. The poset map 4 : K(9) + L(B) induces an isomorphism in simpli- 
cial homology 
fwwl~ K(X)) z H,(A(X<)), A(X<)) 
for X E L(&@)-, where (X g) and (X <) are subposets of L(S)-. 
Proof. Since A(9) is the barycentrie subdivision of 9 when &@ is a simplicial 
complex ordered by either inclusion or reverse inclusion, 
%(K[Xl, K(X)) +Nn(A(li-fXf)T A(KfX)H 
is an isomorphism, and the result follows from Lemma 5.4. q 
The coincidence of Theorems C, and C, is clear from the isomorphism 
L(d)-z L(.%T)- and Lemma 3.6. The coincidence of Theorems C, and C, should 
be clear from Theorem 5.5. 
In essence, Theorem 5.5 can be interpreted as stating that the differentials in 
the generalized Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence capture the cohomology of 
M(d) locally, in the sense of stratified Morse theory. 
Theorems A, and A,, each of which can be thought of as a generahzation of 
Brieskorn’s Lemma, see [7, 5.911, show that the cohomology groups of M(g) can 
be expressed as a direct sum of local contributions partially ordered by L(9)-. 
In terms of the actual calculation of these local contributions to the cohomology 
groups of M(g), Theorems B, and B, show that the local contributions can be 
expressed in terms of the nerve poset K(s), in the generalized Mayer-Vietoris 
spectral sequence method, and the intersection poset L(B), in the stratified 
Morse theory method, respectively. 
What are the contributions to the cohomology groups of M(9) from each of 
the elements of L(..G?) = L(g) U {S, m}? And what different roles do they play in 
the two different methods? 
For X E L(G’)- (i.e., X # S, m), Theorem 5.5 explains the coincidence of X’s 
contribution in Theorems B, and B,. 
For X = CQ, its contribution to H,(N(s)) is lost in applying Alexander duality 
in the generalized Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence. In the stratified Morse 
theory method, Lemma 3.6 explains why m fails to contribute to H”(M(28’)). 
For X = S, its contribution to H’YlM(B)) in the stratified Morse theory method 
is lost when reduced cohomology is considered. There is no contribution to 
H,(N(G’)) from S in the generalized Mayer-Vietoris spectral sequence method. 
The only contribution S makes to ~~{~(~)) is from Alexander duality. 
6. Local calculations of HnfMW)) 
Even though Theorems A, and A, show that the cohomology groups of M(2@ 
are direct sums of local contributions labeiled by the spaces XE L(S)-, the 
calculation of the term corresponding to X in either Theorem B, or B, requires 
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knowledge of all the spaces containing X and their intersection poset. In this 
section, we offer a local method which requires only knowledge of the poset 
4-W>. 
Consider 4-‘(X) in (K[Xl, K(X)) for XEL(~‘F. If $-l(X) is trivial, then 
H,(K[X], K(X)) = (fT 
2 
flLdim KIXl, 
Thus we may restrict ourselves to the case when +-‘(X) is nontrivial. 
Recall that K[X] is an r-simplex for some r, and 4-‘(X) has a unique minimal 
element lx. Thus A(K[Xl - {lx}) is a simplicial triangulation of S’-l z aA(K[X]). 
Definition 6.1. Let A*(X) = A(c#-~(X> - {lx}> be the order complex of the poset 
4- ‘GO - @xl. 
Note that I A*(X) I is a strong deformation retract of I A(K[Xl - IJx;r)) I - 
I A(K(X)) I. Thus we can formulate a local method of calculating the local 
contributions in terms of the nerve poset K(9). 
Theorem B, . 
H,(K[X], K(X)) =tir-p-‘(A*(X)) 
where K[ Xl is an r-simplex. 
Proof. The long exact sequence of the pair (KLXI, K(X)) gives 
HJK(X)) =H,+,(K[Xl, K(X)). 
By Alexander duality, 
&-1)--p--l A* X 
( ( 1) +@(K(X))) =~JK(X)). 0 
Hence Theorem C, can be restated in terms of the dual complex. 
Theorem C,. 
E@-‘(A*(X)) 
where n = I- p - q - 1 and f;, is the unique minimal element of K[ Xl. 
Since Theorems A,, A,, and A, all can be viewed as stating that ~“(M(23’)) 
can be expressed as a direct sum of submodules Hx,P indexed by the elements 
X E L(9’-, we can put Theorems Cl, C,, C, and C, all together in the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem C, . 
wheren=l-p-q-1 andH,,, can be found from any of the following: 
(1) Hx,p = H,(A(x<), A(X<)) where (X<) and (X<) aresubposets ofL(g)-, 
(2) H‘Kp = H,(K[XI, K(X)), 
(3) 
z, if c#-‘( X) = {u} is trivial and u E KCp), 
H X.P = fir-P-‘(A*(X)), 
I 
if+-‘(X) 1s nontrivial with unique minimal 
element lx E K”‘. 
The following example illustrates these different methods of calculating 
H”(M(&)). 
Example 6.2. Let R5 have coordinate functions Ix,, x2, x3, x4, .x5}. Consider the 
following central subspace arrangement SS’ = {Ai)i5_, in R5, consisting of one 
4-dimensional and four 3-dimensional subspaces with center TM the origin 0: 
A,={x,=x,=O}, 
A, = (X3 = 0) ) 
A, = {.x1 =x3, x4 = O}, 
A,={x,=x,, x,=0), 
&=(x,=x,=x,}. 
Let ~27 = {Bi),5=1 be the associated sphere arrangement in S5 consisting of one 
4-sphere and four 3-spheres with center T9 = 0 u m. 
K(P) 
Fig. 1. The nerve poset K(S). 
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Fig. 2. The intersection poset L(9). 
The Hasse diagrams of K(9) and L(9) are given in Figs. 1 and 2. The 
equivalence classes of K(9) are indicated by the bubbles. The partial ordering of 
K(GY) has been suppressed but should be clear (eg., 1 > 12 > 123 > 1234 > 12345). 
The dimension function in K(9) is written as a superscript over each simplex. 
The elements of L(9) are labelled by the unique minimal element lX of their 
corresponding pullbacks. 
Figs. 3, 4, and 5 give the posets and simplicial complexes which determine the 
local contributions to fi”(M(B’)) by all three methods. Hash marks in these 
figures indicate 2-simplexes. 
The contributions from B,,, can be calculated from the homology of either the 
pair (C,, Or>, the pair (A2, E,), or A*(X) which is the point 13, where CC,, Or) 
and (A’, E,) are the pairs in Figs. 3(b), cc>. These complexes arise from Theorem 
C,(1)-(3) respectively. Here D, and E, are the darkened subcomplexes. The 
contributions from B124 are found similarly, since (I?,,, <I is isomorphic to 
(II,,, <I, see Fig. 3(a). 
The contributions from B,,, can be calculated from the homology of either the 
pair (C,, D2), the pair (A2, E2), or A*(X) which is the set of two points 35 and 45, 
where (C,, D,) and (A2, E,) are the pairs in Figs. 4(b), (cl. These complexes arise 
(a) (b) Cc) 
Fig. 3. (a) (BIz3 < ). (b) Pair (C,, D,). (c)Pair (A’, El). 
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Y‘J 3b@L.5 3n  
4 
(0) P) (4 
Fig. 4. (a) CBS45 < h (b) Pair CC,, D,). (c) Pair (A’, E,). 
(b) 
1245 
2345 1234 
1235 
Fig. 5. (a) Space D,. (b) Space E,. (c) Space F. 
Table 1 
Calculating Hx,p 
IX d A(X<) A(X<) K[Xl K(X) A*(X) Hx,o HXJ H x.2 
1 3 A0 # A0 0 z 
2 4 A0 z 
3 3 A0 z $: ; z 
4 3 A0 z ;: z L 
5 3 A0 h 
12 2 sd(A’) sd(aA’) A’ aA’ z 
15 1 sd(A’) sd(aA’) aA’ L 
23 2 sd(A’) sd(M’) ;: aA’ z 
24 2 sd(A’) sd(aA’) aA’ z 
25 2 sd(A’) sd(aA’) 
;: 
aA’ L 
34 2 sd(A’) sd(aA’) 
123 1 c, DI :: 
aA’ L 
E 
124 1 C, DI 
,“s 
E: 
Pt 
Pt 
234 1 sd(A*) sd@A’) aA2 e 
345 1 c, D2 z 
12345 0 cone D, D, z2 
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from Theorem C,(1)-(3) respectively. Here D, and E, are the darkened subcom- 
plexes, both of which contain the isolated vertex 5. 
. . 
The contributions from B12345 can be calculated from the homology of either 
the pair (cone(D,), D,), the pair (A4, E3), or F, where D,, E,, and F are the 
simplicial complexes in Figs. 5(a), (b), and (cl. These complexes arise from 
Theorem C,(1)-(3) respectively. 
The local contributions Hx,, of X E L(_%‘-= L(B) are indicated in Table 1, 
where A’ is the r-simplex with boundary aA’ and for a simplicial complex L, 
cone (L) is the cone over L and sd(L) is the barycentric subdivision of L. 
It follows that 
7. Final remarks 
This work was completed in spring 1991, and it took some time to prepare the 
text. Quite recently one of the authors received information that V. Vassiliev 
claimed the degeneracy of a similar spectral sequence also gives the Goresky-Mac- 
Pherson formula, see [9]. An alternate description of the cohomology of the 
complement is also forthcoming in the work of G. Ziegler and R. Zivaljevic, see 
ml. 
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